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Republicans charge
illegal club funding
by John

Sowell

The-University News
The BSU chapter of the Snake
River Alliance received ASBSU funding in violation of senate policy, the
head
of
the
campus
Young
Republicans charged, May I.
Jeff Russell, who also -serves as
Idaho College Republican chairman,
said the senate code specifically prohibits
funding
political
and
philosophical
groups, such as his
own.
"When mandatory student fees are
used to fund a group that is obviously philosophical in nature, it is a blatent
violation
of
s·tudents'
rights;' Russell said. "Something
must be done about it. "
Russell said the SRA's opposition·
to the special isotope separator project illustrates that the group should
be considered
a philosophical
organization.
The SIS project would refine
plutonium, bringing' it to weaponsgrade. The Department
of Energy
has recommended
the Idaho NaIional Engineering
Laboratory
in
eastern Idaho receive approval to
build the refinery.
Russell said his group wiil file a
formal complaint with the ASBSU
Judiciary May 4, asking to cease student funding of the SRA, as well as
demand repayment of funds already
given to the group.
In a letter addressed to USU Presi-

dent John Keiser, Russell said the
College Republicans would take their
grievance before the State Board of
Education 'if they do not receive
satisfaction from the judiciary.
Russell said before going to the
board,
however, he would .scek.c,
Keiser's intervention.
Debby Roberts, coordinator
for
the. BSU Alliance chapter, confirmed her group opposes the SIS project.
She said the end result would lead to
an increase in nuclear stockpiles. "I
think nuclear bombs are a real poor'
idea," Roberts said.
Responding
to
the.
Young
Republicans'
charge that the SRA
should be considered a philosophical
organization,
Roberts said the term
could be 'defined in many dit'ferent
ways.
Roberts refuted the charge that the
SRA's receiving of student funds was
improper. She said ASBSU scrutinized the group thoroughly before they
approved initial funding.
The SRA is scheduled to receive
$375 for the 87-88 year, an amount
Roberts said was insignificant when
compared
to other
organiza-tions. She said the funds allowed
the group to sponsor additional programs, ones th.ey would not be able
to afford otherwise.
Russell said the Young Republicans
arc not opposed to the SRA being on
campus, only to its receiving student.
funds.

University b'udget
grows 10 percent
said.
With

b)' Stew E Lyon

The University News

.

the

increase

in 'funding,

Keiser said, it will be possible to
"reward and retain deserving personcl," maintain a high productivi-

USU will operate during fiscal year
1987-88 with a budget of approxty level and hire additional faculty in
imately $34,123,345, 10 percent more
the math and English departments,
than the university received last year.
reducing thc number of part-time
That figure is roughly 28.22 perfaculty. There will be added instruccent of the higher education budget
tors in the teacher education departappropriated
by
the
Idaho
ment also.
Legislature this past session.
Additional
Simplot/Micron
BSU President John Keiser said
Center funding is also planned to
the $3.1 million increase over last
allow thc facility to operate more efyear's budget is "a considerably
fcctivcly as the new satelite earthlarger increase than we've had for
station comes on line. BSU's will be
many years."
.
the only satellite earthstation between
But, Keiser said, there is a lot of
Salt Lake City and Seattle. There are
work to do to continue funding at
also plans for increased research
this level. There is an obligation to
operations at the university, Keiser
show how the money is spent, a need
said.
to explain the benefits of higher
There is still roughly $2.7 million
education, and a need to invest in the'
left to be distributed
by the State
economic growth in the state, he said.
Board of Education in some special
"We're going to have to show. the
governor and the legislature that in- . funding catagorles,
BSU's budget was approved by the
creased money and increased taxes
State Board of Education meeting in
were a good move. Some folkswere
Lewiston on April 23 and 24.
saying it was a bad move," Keiser
In June, when the SBOE meets to
approve
academic
programs,
the
university hopes to receive approval
for a master's degree program in instructional technology, he said.

Sign of peace:

Amidst signs calling for peace. Sophmore Karen Scheffer Iisicns to the music
of Paper Moon during the campus activities promoting May Day.

May Day not so peaceful
by John SOlVe.1I

The University News
A campus celebration of May
Day-international
labor daywas greeted by a demonstration
against the rally's sponsor, the
'BSU chapter of the Snake River
Alliance.
Three
students
distributed
handbills to people passing the
rally, held on the soccer field
north of the SUB. The sheets
questioned the thinking of those
opposed to U.S, foreign policy
and called upon citizens to support American efforts to rid the
world of communism.
Freshman Tim Schneider said

he and his friends wanted to show
an opposing view to the SRA's
message. Although he is not affiliated
with
the
College
Republicans, he said, the group
printed the leaflets he was handing out.
"We see these guys having a rallyon May Day, which is Russian
New Year, and we decided someone needs to show the other side,
to support the United States,"
Schneider said.
Freshman
Steve Major, also
handing
leaflets, agreed.
"We
don't like people badmouthing
the government, "he said.
Senior Debby Roberts, SRA
coordinator, said the celebration

was not related to the Russian
holiday.
She said May Day
originated
in Chicago
in 1886,
when 180,000 workers went out
on strike to force an 8-hour work
day.
As a result, every industrialized nation in the world, except the
United States, now recognizes the
date to honor labor, according to
Roberts.
"What
could be more unAmerican
than
workers'
rights?"
Roberts asked sarcastically.
The 4-hour
SRA program

See May Day, page 9..
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Check out information
on $250,000 memorial
park proje~t. See page
8 and related editorial
on page4.

to meet with the SBOE and tour the SBOE member
George
Alverez,
universities.
Sperring
was selected
from rive
"This is a tremendous opportunifinalists. "The board felt anyone of
Richard Sperring of Maimi has .. ty, particulary with the legislative in- the five could do the job," Alverez
crease is funds," Sperring said in a said. "I am very happy with the
been selected asthe
new executive
telephone interview May I. "I am choice," he added,
'director of the Idaho State Board of
looking forward to working with the
Sperring will take control of the
Education.
board and legislature."
SBOE on July L He succeeds
Sperring, 56, is currently working
"Right now,'~ he said, "my biggest Charles McQuillen.
on his Ph.D. in public administration
agenda as executive director is getting
McQuillen announced his rcsigna- at Florida International University in
to know the territory."
He saip he lion last year. He said he was re-iguMiami. He has a law degree from the
University of Miami School of Law, . sees the initial period with thi: SBOE 'ing because "Thc agenda I \\a_, to
as a learning experience. "Fortunateassist
the
boar-d
with'
\\a\
an M.B.A. from Harvard and a B.A.
ly, I'm a quick learner," he added;
completed;"
in engineering
form Iowa .State
University.
'
InitialIY, approximately 40 people
Sperring will be'in Idaho this weck
applied for the job,accordiJig
to
by Grant

Amaral
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Sperring
to' head
SBOE

2
, For your
information:
A

river

rescue

workshop will be offered by the BSU
Outdoor Adventure Program, May
22-25.
The class will be taught by Les
Bechdel and will take place at the
OAP camp' on Cascade Reservoir
and on the North Fork of the Payette
River below the Cabarton bridge.
The workshop is designed for interrnediate
and
above
level
whitewater kayakers and canoeists.
Cost for the class is $85 and includes
two nights lodging at the camp. Participants must provide their own
boating gear and meals.
Registration is in room 209 of the
Old Gym. For more information, call
385-1951.

Senior

citizens may

'join
others invited to attend
Elderhostelcourses May Jl-Junc 6 at
BSU.
Elderhostel, a world-wide educational organization for people who
are 60 and' over, will offer three
classes at BSU. "Idaho Birds of PreY.'
"Basque Cultural History in Idaho"
and "Adventures with Foods" will
each offer a view of features unique
to the area.
Participants will tour the World
Center for Birds of Prey, near Boise,
where endangered species such as the
Peregrine Falcon are bred in captivity.
They will learn about the largest
concentration of Basques outside
their homeland in classes and go on'
an excursion to the Basque museum,
eat authentic Basque food and watch
the Oinkari dancers.
They also will receive instructions'
for preparation of gourmet foods us-

ing herbs imd wines.
To register by telephone, contact
Elderhostel coordinator Barbara·
Egland, BSU Office of Continuing
Education;' (208) 385-1850, or write
her at 1910 University Drive, Boise,
ID 83725. "
,

Sports classes for kids
are being offered this summer by
BSU's P.E. department. The program
runs in two sessions-June 8 to July
2 and July 6~31.
' The 12th annual Summer Youth
Sports Skills Program includes
classes in swimming, tennis, gymnastics, bowling, weight training,
volleyball, basketball, soccer, karate,
adult aerobics and fishing.
The courses are for children, ages
8 to 14, with the exception of swimrning, for ages 5 to 14, and fishing,
for ages 12 to ,14.
Cost is $35 for the first class and
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$25 for each additional class. There
is an additional $10 lane fee for the
bowling class. Transportation to and
from classes must be provided by
parents or guardians.
Registration will be on a, first
come, first served basis in room 209
'of the Old Gym. For more information, call 385-1570.

The annual Scholarship
and Awards Presentation for the College of Business will be held in the
SUB Ballroom at 2 p.m, on May 4.
.,.
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The sen'ate beat:
~-

.

,

At the April 22 session of the
ASBSU Senate, Holly M. Anderson was approved as SPB films
chair, Kevin Carrol was approved
as lectures chair, Karen Canfield
was approved as concerts chair
and Lindy Cogan was approved
as business manager. All the approvals were by secret ballot.
In addition, the senate approved the appointments D. Raymond
Rogers and Karen Scheffer as'
senators-at-large,
The motion to approve Ron
.Craig's appointment as a senatorat-large failed by secret ballot.
Sen. Hartmann
was absent/excused.
The April 29 ASBSU Senate
meeting was filled with debate
over a number of executive
appointments.
A senate motion to move to ex.ccutive session was debated
among the senators and from the
gallery. The motion passed and
the gallery was removed from the
proceedings in order for the
senate to discuss the appointees'
confidential job applications. The
executive session ended after approximately

15 minutes.

Some 138 scholarships from area
businesses and .the six College of
Business departments will be awarded. Ten graduate assistants also will
receive scholarships totalling more
than $53,000.
Awards honoring the top graduating students also wiII be presented.
Outstanding graduates from each
department will be honored and the
Wall Street Journal award for the
outstanding
business
college
graduate will also be named.

ASBSU PresidegtPejry'Waddell's attempt to appoint former
ASBSU President John Hetherington as SPB .Chair was voted
down by a 7-3 majority. Sen.
Hartmann said he voted against
Waddell's selection process and,
not the appointee.
Randy Canfield was then appointed as the SPB Chair by a
10-0 vote.
Ron Craig was introduced by
Waddell for the position of
senator-at-large, The vote on the
approval of Ron Craig as senatorat-large was split; Vice President
Rick Overton cast the deciding
vole in favor of Craig .
Sens, Phillips, Renner, Stoppenhagan, Hartmann and Rogers
voted
against
Craig's
appointment.
Clarence Shares was approved,
as ASBSU lobbyist.
Other appointments included:
Joe Moore to the Election Board;
Michael Sellars as executive assistant; Lisa Olson as graphic artist;
Kelly Branson-Culley as public
relations coordiantor.
Senate Bill83, allocating $8,500
for outdoor volleyball and basketball courts, was passed by' a 9-1
majority. Sen. Stoppenhagan
voted against the bill.
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lack of help,

Power outages
still a mystery

malfunctions
to blame
for flooding

b)' Steve E Lynn
The University Neil'S

by Edith Uecker
The University News
A shortage
of groundspcoplc,
equipment
malfunctions
and plain
mistakes are at the root of the lawnflooding problem on campus, according to A.E. McGinnis,
director of
t he physical plant at BSU.
McGinnis
said he has only five
groundspeople
to cover all grounds
duties on the entire campus. He said
he really needs twice this many people 10 adequately
tend the grounds.
"It sounds like, 'Hey_ you don't
have control of it, ' but we're just
short about five groundspcople
for
a campus this size:' McGinnis
said.
Most of the water used for sprinkling is ditch water. However, some
water comes from the city system.
When
that system
is frushed,
McGinnis
said, it pushes sand into
the BSU system. This sand jams the
sprinkler heads open, McGinnis said.
Also, he said, "Sometimes
the
groundspcoplc
just forget" to turn

Green lawn:

Brian Becker I UnIversity News

- Sprinklers

off the sprinklers
for the night.
McGinnis
als: said that, occassionally, someone who does not work
for the physical plant' will open a

wet Ihc soccer Iield next 10 Ihc

valve which should not be opened.
As for the drought conditions
in
other counties, he said, "We're not
under water curtailment
right now."

sun

during the recent hoI weather.

He added that the water level in the'
Boise River is fine and that the rnajority of the water used for sprink ling finds its way back into the river.

Three power outages on campus within the course of one week
might be relatedto electrical problems
with
air conditioning
systems, along with faulty circuits
in the Pavilion's transformer.
Because the blackouts occurred
on two hot days, and t here was no
problem April 30, \.l cooler day,
Arden McGuinnis,
director of the
physical plant, said there might be
some connection.
"We're wailing for a hot day
again and sec whether she blow-,
We figured it was heat load in the
air conditioning
that's causing
it," he said.
But after the April 27 outage,
the air conditioning
at the Liberal
ArtsBuilding
was looked at and
no problem was visible.
The power outage on April 28
was traced
to the
Pavilion
t rans former.
One leg of the transformer
had
blown, McGinnis said, so outside
electricians
were brought irr and
it was repaired and back in service

ihat night:

Resources available for homemakers
h~ ,/uhn Reusser
The University Neil'S
Ilolllelllakers
entering
or reenlerinl-\ Ihe work force arter being
wid()\v~d or divorced Illay have more
dillieulty
finding
a job than ai,
average college studen!.
IlSU has a resource ror such people in t he SOUl hwest ('enter ror New
Dilecliolls.
LocalcL! ill Ihc Adull
I,ea[llillg Center ill 'he Vocal iOIHlI'kchnical Schooilluilding,
Ihe cenler
is based on a demonstration
project
established
al College or Soulhern
Idaho in I'J~O.
After IWO \'ears, Ihe Idaho Stale
Legislaturep;ssed
,i bill, introduced

1-------------

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

by Sen. Norma Dobler (D-Moseow)
lirting rhc dcmonstrtuion
status and
pJ<lcin!! a $20 filing fee on divorces
in Ille s"lle or Idallo 10 ruml Ihis
ceilier alld e'iahlish olhel"' alliliatcd
II illl
\'()·Icch schllllis al all Idahostate universities.
Ihe JHIIPOSC or thc cenlers is 10
plll\ide
IHlI!!lalnS
ror people,
plimarily
Ill1lnclnakels,
who must
l'/IlCI"

Of

rC-L'IIIL'"

Ihl' job

market

dUl'

a de;llh, di\(llcC 01 di,sabililY in fhc
ralnily.
,
The cenler begins hdping potential wOlk"
b\' assessin~
their ind i I' id nal ci rcn;llstances
:lIld lIeeds
alldpruvidin!!
assistance. orten inlhe
rlllll) or scJf,esteeln courses and inIII

teresl testing, as well as counseling in
single parcming,
financial
loss and
lack or job market knowledge, to aid
i II Ihe 1ransit ion 10 independence.
I his is rollowed up with dasses in
resume writing, computer
skills and
IYl'in!!, as wcll as referral to other
1I;lining programs or further educatilln thai 111a\, be needed inehKlinl-\
"dllli ........
iolls ;.u;d finuncial aid COlllI~L'I.
IlIg 1"(1(' 1IIl,se wishing
10 a1leml
IlSU,
In additionlolhesc
resources. the
l\:lllcr i, ."polhoring
seminars 011
111I1IIL',h;lSedbusiness ror people with
inconll' nceds who live inlurul arcas.
,\cconling
10 Coordinalor
I\larie
I\kyer, Ihe ('enler encourages women
with dependent
children
10 scek

employment
in "non-t radit ional"
fields (those usually entered hy men)
in order to earn a higher incoilic.
No matler what job they choos",
thc Soulhwest Cell!er For New DirecI ions allows those who might olherwise be lesigned to living on welfare
to hccome independenl
and productive and set their own course in life.
"l''vcrybody
ha:-.. sonlclhillg
lrihlllL'. (Iud giH~Il a direction

lo ":011and op-

portunity
to e,saminc IheirpOlcntial,
Ihey can give what they have to contribute to their families, community
ami soeieIY," I\kyers said.

"Would you believe that son-or,
a-gun blew again?"
I\IcGinnis
said.
-"We don't know that ii's [wing
to blow again. We don't have any
idea, "
Mct.iinni-, said the next prujcc:
will be pUlling meters on the nlaill
cireuils, "We're Irying 10 pid Ih"
ones that arc thL' highest po,enlial
ror blowing. I I' \\e can gel a recording meIer on and find OUI \\'hal
circuit is going lip very rapid just
before she blows thcll wc'lI killm
whal

circuil

is I.:ausing

the

"I've thought about
adoption, but
where do I begin?"

I

Large Shakes
I
for $1.00
I
I
(reg $2.10)
I
with this ad
I
till
May 1St h
I
I
I
Have a great
I Summer Vacation!
I
I
I
I
I
1104 Main St.
I
'I'Boise
I'
-------------

pro·

blcm."
he'said.
During
the April 29 outagc.
McGinnis
said, one person was
trapped
in the Adminislration
Bujlding's
elevator.

Have you considered
t~e
alternative of adoption? It can
be a loving solution for par·
ents who care.
I arn an attorney specializing
in private adoptions,
and
represent a warm, stable California couple who wish to adopt
a newborn child: The placement
must be eth;cal and legal.
This family can provide medical care and counseling to the
birth parents and is able to give the child a secure and
comfortable
life.
'
'If you are interested or would like rnore information, please
call our office. All inquiries are confidential.
CONTACT

David laredo, Adoption Attorney
at this 24·hour number (800) 5~8·2255 (eXt. 328)
Sign up for Army ROTC Basic
Camp. ) (-l u'li get six weeks of
ch;dlenges that can build up your
leadership skills aswell as your
body. )(1u'lialso get almost ji70().
B~thurry.This summer may be
your last chance to graduate from
college with a degree and an officers,
commission. Be all you can be.
See your Professor of Military
Science for details.

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY ARMY ROTC
385-3500

ARMY RESERVEOFFICERS' TRAIN INC CORPS
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Senate crosses line again
ASBSU President Perry Waddell was elected last month by a landslide. One
would think, logically, that thiswasan endorsement of his policies and plans
for student government by those who really matter, the students. Apparently, the ASBSU Student Senate-also
partially-elected,
though not by a
landslide-do
not agree.
Consider the last two senate meetings-s-most of the many hours of which
concerned approval of presidential appointments. The senate has, whether
it meant to or not, adopted a new policy in regards to executive branch
appointments.
.-Here is the way it should happen: A position is vacated. Personnel Selectionadvertises
this 'position for two weeks. They receive applications; conduct interviews; and forward the most qualified name to the president. The
president then makes the appointment of that person and it is approved by
the senate, If the senate does not approve the appointment, personnel selection gives the presidentthe name of the next-mast-qualified
person. All of
the deliberation as to the most qualified candidate is carried on in the Personnel Selection Committee and is confidential.
Now, here is what has happened this semester: A position is vacated. Personnel Selection advertises; conducts interviews; and gives the president the
name of the most qualified applicant. (So far, so good.) He forwards the name
to the senate and they discuss the qualifications of all the applicants in their
public meetings. (Although, last week, it did occur to them to go into executive session for these discussions.)
What all this means is that the senate has tried to take the power accorded
the president to appoint whom he and Personnel Selection think will do the
best job. Since these people are members of the president's cabinet-not
the
senate's-this
action on the part of the senate seems a bit unreasonableeven hostile.
We would adjure the senate to discontinue this practice and return the discussions of personnel
to Personnel
Selection
and the president-to
confidentiality-to
the administrative branch-where
they belong.

Be a generous BSU alumni
Lemme out!
Yeah. I know. All you want is the sheepskin, the handshake and a plane
ticket to a wen-deserved job or ivy-covered graduate school in Massachusetts
or somewhere.
. But, before you say hidey-ho to the ole alma mater forever, the BSU Foundation wants you. It's time to give a little back. It's time to make it a little
nicer for your educational heirs.
They have a grand plan that will create a beautiful, landscaped, connected
set of gardens and courts. These will be the setting for discussions about group
dynamics, arguments about Shakespeare and Freud, lectures about quantum
theory, Rubens, and statistics; not to mention concerts, small theatrical productions and sunbathing.
It sounds to good to be true. And it might be-if you OOI1't contribute.
The class project for the class of 1987 is Teacher's Grove, named for the Year
of the Teacher. The creators of this project will be sending you information
in the mail on how you can give back some of what you got here. They will
also be around at graduation when you pick up your robes. Ask them about
it-and
give them some money.
The price tag on Teacher's Grove is $25,000. ASBSU has pitched in $5,000.
That leaves $20,000 for the class of '87. Figure 1,000 graduates-that's
only
$20 each. You spent more than that on your astronomy book. You spent more
than that the last time you took your significant other out to eat. You can
spend. that much on alasting, beautiful gift to the university which educated
you, the students who will follow you, the professors who gave of themselves
for your benefit.
-Edith
L. Decker
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THE VIEW FROM
THE BASEMENT

School is what you make it
by Karen Kammann

Tile University Neil'S
.' After a year of writing a column and three
of working on the paper, I've learned a lot.
The trile-but-true biggest thing I've learned
is how much 1 still have to learn.
A lot more is fairly boring newspaper stuff,
and more yet is entirely personal. But there
are some things the general student public
might find useful:
• . Never trust those-in authority. Do not
disbelieve them automatically, but remember
t here are many reasons people seek power.
Question those who do. Scrutinize their
actions.
• If you care, get involved, whether wit h
ASOSU, the paper, KOSU, university-wide
committees, SPO, residence hall governments
or the myriad of other areas where students
are 'Ileeded.
Perhaps a university's world seems small
and unimportant, but it is, for the nonce, our
world. If yOU believe in justice and fairness,
make them work here and now, instead of
waiting for glory 'and credit and money.
• If you're nosy, get involved (especially
with the newspaper; we poke our noses
everywhere on campus). The gossip you'll
hear-and the facts you'll learn-as part of
any campus organization will beat "You'lln cvcr-guess-w hat -bu t-Elean or's- pregnan tand -the -fa the r-is-a -b u lim ic-d rug -dealcrfrom-outer-space': any day. Most of it is

fascinating and some of it is surprising. Who
knows? You might even hear something you'll
want 10 do something about (after you've
checked it out and made sure it's true) .
• Don't get too involved. Even if you suddenly find yourself university president, take
it easy. Remember, you need to study.
Remember, you need a social life. And, most
importantly, remember you need an emotional life outside the university.
• Never trust yourself. Remember, people seek power and involvement for a number
of reasons. Scrutinize your actions.
• Above all, remember that this is your
university. It is here for you. The adrninstration may wield the power, but, without
students and faculty, the. adminsitrators
would be on unemployment. Never forget
that, and never let the administrators forget
that.
I suppose there's nothing very exciting or
new in that list. But it's all true. And when
you learn these things from experience,
they're hard to dismiss and hard to forget.
College is, perhaps. t he only place in life
where you're guaranteed you can make a
difference.
I guess what I've learned is that being involved is a hell of a lot, of hard work and
comes with fewer benefits and less gratitude
than you'd expect. There's not even any certainty you're making a difference, after all.
I'vealso learned it's addictive.

LETTERS

Reader thanks ASBSU·servant
Editor, The University News;
Usually when students graduate one says
goodbye and good luck, but I would like to
say thank you to one graduating senior,
Kathy Page. Many may know her as a
distinguished student inthe communication
department, others know her as a cheerful
servant in ASBSU, and still others know her
as a sincere and concerned friend. It is with
great pride that J say I know her as all three.
Kathy has worked tirelessly in the ASBSU
Judiciary as an associate justice and as Chief
Justice for two years. Her dedication to excellence has driven her to promote
cohesiveness and teamwork within student

government.
She strives for perfection in all that she
associates herself with, whether it's a group
project in the cornunication department or
club constitutions in judiciary. Her ability to
lead and instill pride in others goes unmatched in. student government.
People of such caliber are rare, and I have
been blessed in having worked with her.
Kathy, I thank you for all you. have done to
make ASOSU and BSU a better place.
Gina G. Luke
former Vice President, ASBSU
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Outside' courts get funding
by Grant Amaral
The University News

a

The ASBSU Senate passed
bill
on Wednesday providing funds for
the construction of three volleyball
courts and an outdoor basketball
court.
The bill provides $8,500 in ASBSU
funds which will be matched by BSU
President John Keiser, according to
ASBSU Sen. Eric Phillips.
The basketball court and two of
the volleyball courts will be located
on the north side ofthe tennis courts.
The third volleyball court will be

built near the Towers.
"This is a tangible thing the
ASBSU can do for the students," the
bill's sponsor, Phillips, said:
The idea Of building outdoor
volleyball and basketball courts has
been around for afew years, according to Phillips. To see if there were
support for the project, Phillips circulated a petition through the
residence halls; approximatIey 520
signatures were gathered.
Phillips is soliciting bids for the
construction of the courts. He said
he had contacted the construction
management club at BSU. in hopes

that the money for building the
courts would remain in student
hands.
Construction will begin as soon as
the bids are in and the funds are
available, Phillips said. The volleyball
courts will, he hopes, be completed
. by mid-summer and the basketball
court by the start of the school year,
he said.
The bill passed by a nine-to-one
majority in the senate and has been
. sent to ASBSU President Perry Waddell for approval. Sen. Jeff Stoppenhagen voted in opposition to the
bill.

Studentstatlon topic of meeting
by John Reusser
The University News
The possibilities for developing a
student-run radio station at BSU will
be discussed at a meeting to take
place in the SUB Ada Lounge at II
a.m, on May 9.
According to ASBSU Vice President Rick Overton, anyone interested
in getting involved with the project
is encouraged to attend the meeting
in order to "brainstorm" and pledge

support for the idea of a new station
run' exclusively by students.
Overton, who resigned as a disc
jockey from KBSU this spring-stressed that the new station idea is not a
hostile reaction to the new KBSU
programming and management.
"We don't want to compete with
KBSU," Overton said. "There is a
place for NPR (National Public
Radioj.vbut there's also a- place for
student-run radio."
five hundred dollars has been

budgeted this semester by ASBSU to
lay the groundwork for the new station through traveling to the alreadyexisting station at the U of I and the
new student-run station at ISU in
order to observe these operations and
learn from them.
Overton said he believes that, by
broadcasting over a cable service iIIitially, BSU's student radio station
could be operational within a year.

John Sowell I University News

Gotcha:

Professor Dick Payne lakes a vicious pop from a
sponge at the annual Student Organlzational Fair,

School adds parki~g spaces
h)' Steve E Lyon

The University News
There will be an additional-ltl-plus
parking spaces located near campus

with the university's recent purchase
of a lot at 1109 Lincoln Ave.
The space was purchased for
$25,000. BSU will clear the property
and make minimal approvcmcnts, including building a retaining wall and
filling in a depressed area where

someone started to build a house but
never finished, according to Arden
McGinnis, director of the pysical
plant. The lot should be finished
within two months, he said.
Another parking project planned
is the resealing of the Morrison
Center/Education Building large lot
which will be resurfaced
and
rcstriped,
picking up additional
xpaccs in the process, McGinnis said.
"People don't realize the addi-

tional parking the university is
gradually making available," McGinnis said. Along University Drive,
across from the Vo-Icch buildings,
spaces were added in gravel lots and
the lot across from the SUB was
recently resurfaced and improved, he
said.

"We've pretty well recouped all
those spaces that were lost in the
stadium urea," he said.

Who: Everyone 19 and over
What: BSU Night
When: Every Thursday Night

ENTERTAINING ...

Where:.

8 p.m. til closing
IIEXTRAORDINARILY
• Earn $600+ /week In cannery
• Earn $8,000-$12,000+
for 2

ORe of the most fun and inventive screen entertainments
of the year.
We need more of this dazzling, colorful wild stuff in our lives, ..
(It's I even better the second time around."
- Poter Stack, San Franctsco Chronicle

months on fIshing vessel
• Over 8,000 openings
• Male or female
• No experience necessary
• Ages 18-70+
To receive your 52-page
employment booklet, send $5.95
to M&l Research, P.O. Box 84008,
Seattle, WA98124.

Interested in
video,
telecommunications,

;i::~~~:~~e~~?.:uc.:fj··]

One week onlyMay 8-14
Call for showtimes
342-4222
• Students $3.75

Why:
With:

.~

To Fight Inflation
Well Drinks $1.75
64 oz. Pitcher Draft Beer $4.00
SPECIAL 4 Liquor Drinks $2.50
112 Liter Specialty Drinks $2.75
Dancing Mon.-Sat. 9-Closing

Miss Bingo Starts at 7 p.m.
With Free Game Cards & Prizes
1/2 Price on South of the Border
Mexican Specialty Drinks

BINGO Thursdays
336·7745

a~~~!;i:::;r~

!~::io}9~~f'va:::.e
. p'
an interest in the
field of telecommunications. you could
earn credit as an intern
telecourse operator!
Simplot Micron
Technology Center
has openings nowI

For more info:
call Sue Quast: 385-3286

Applicat ions Being
Accepted For
Advertising Sales
People
An: vou an auurc-sivc sclf-sturter
whocnjoy-, cj;~likngiljg work and
I he: Iinuucinl rcward-, I hal go wit h
it'! I I'
a curccrIn Broudcas:
Sail.', muv he for vou, We arc cur;'l.'nll\·,~~'k iug c'nlbn,ia'i ic men
and women imcre-tcd iu joining
Bobl.'·' bl.',t radio vale team. E.\-

'0.

pcricncc
i, nOI required.
send resume 10:'
"Brian

I l.u in

Pleavc

Silk ... \1:l1l;\!!1.'1

I-;.J ;Ie IUtli,'
!'.j I. 11,1\ (•.1
II,,;,,', III X.1707

Recreation Center 385·1456
BSU Student Union 'Building
Hours:

Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

9:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m.
Noon~11:00 p.m.
Closed
Except for special events

Sign-up for Summer bowling leagues

Weekly Schedule of Events
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
·Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Bowling 1/2 Price
Pool 1/2 Price
Watch for Specials
1/2 Price Day for Ladies
.Monte Carlo Bowling
Monte C~rlo Bowling
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Enjoy a famous farce

THE FILMS

'All Nighter' kind of stupid
by Edith Decker

The University News
Remember those old Frankie Avalon and
Annette Funicello movies? They were usually stupid, right? Well, such is The All
Nighter. It's stupid too; and the music isn't
.as good.
It's
one
of
those
love-fun-andmisunderstandings-in-the-sun
plots, involving a well-built fivesome: Molly (played by
Susanna Hoffs of Bangle lead singer fame),
Gina. (played by Joan Cusack, who looks
something like Boy George's little sister), Val
(played by Dedee Pfeiffer, a soon-to-beanother-semi-famous~dumb-blond),
C.J.
{played by John Terlesky-don't
worry,
you've never heard of him) and Killer (John
Anthony Shanta).
Well, they're all best buds and they're all
graduating, and this is the sordid, silly talc
of their remainingundergradday.
Gina is
making a home movie of the event for
posterity-now
isn't that speciatt (Hope that
isn't copyrighted.)
Because of this, we get
short clips of intentionally-bad film under the
guise of "Gina's movie." And that, America,
is as clever as it gets. That's it. Wipe those
tears. There's more.
.
They all say stupid things. Killer and C.J.
say, "Hey, doooood"
a whole lot. In the
opening, Gina asks all her pals what they've

Shakespeare's
famous
farce
identical
twins and
mista
identities leading to comic c
fusion, The Comedy of
rors, will be .presented
BSU's theater arts .departrn
on May 6, 7, 8 and 9
8:15 p.m. in the SPEC.
According
to direc
Charles
Lauterba
"The play. ha:
lot of very li£
bright colors, a
with its revolving
is very fast moving."
The play's leading twin broth
will be played by Jim Hansen an
. Don 1. Lee, while Hcather Nisbc
\ and Kirstin Allen will pi"
sisters.
Admission is $2-3.50, an
free to BSU students with ac
tivity cards.

gotten out of their four years at the beachfront school: "Tho words. Foot. Ball." Not
only is it a sad thought, it's sad.dialogue,
And they do stupid things, too-why
shouldn't they, since they're functionally illiterate? Molly gets stuck on a hotel balcony
while her favorite prof is in the sack with a
famous musician whom she just tried to
seduce.
They surf a lot. They change their clothes
a lot, They're real fond of drinking alcohol
from the bottle. They do a lot of everday,
stupid, boring things tilat Jc~nwatl:1J
J11Y
roommates do any day of the week. Dull-amundo, dude.
Acting? Not much.
I have, at this point, two regrets, One is that
I shelled out any dinero for this puppy. One
is that, after four years of writing reviews, this
is my last one for this paper-and
I get stuck
with this. Not a swan song, a surf song. Added to this is the forboding-no,
the
knowledgethat the summer will be filled
with days of hard work-and
more celluloid
drivel like this.
The All Nighter is playing at the Eighth
Street Marketplace and is rated PG-I3-not
even enough sex to make it interesting.

'Mr. Right' offers message

B-bl-bloopers by Ron

by J. Pillman

The University News
. Don't I~t the title Making Mr. Right fool
you. This isn't a film about some female
scientist trying to create the perfect man.
1l is a film about a scientist, Dr. Jeff
Peters (John Malkovich), trying to make an
android as human-like as possible, for the
purpose of being our eyes and cars in outerspace.
What he has come up with is Ulysses (also
played by Malkovich), whose sole function
is to go into deep space for a seven-year trip.
But therc'sa problem. Because the science
team working on Ulysses and the science project are so involved with it, they haven't been
able to generate public interest, or more
specifically
congressional
interest, which
equals money.
They're about to lose funding on the project, so they hire Frankie Stone (Ann
Magnuson), an advertising promoter, to beef
up Ulysses' image.
Cut and dried, the plot of Making Mr.
Righi is about Frankie teaching the android,
Ulysses, some social graces to make him personable and sellable to the public. The hitch
basically is that Ulysses acquires too many
human qualities, one of them being love.
What makes this film are the charactersand we get a whole bagful of them. First out
of this grab-bag is Frankie, a cross between
a hard-core businesswoman
of the '80s and
a ditzy dame from the '60s.
In the first scene, we get to see Frankie
driving to work while shaving her legs and
underarms and applying makeup. When she
parks, she always drives up over the curb.
BUT!! When she arrives at work, she is
together
and an aggressive,
successful
businesswoman.
As she says, "Gentlemen,
you'll find I'm always late, but I'm worth it."
Frankie has a whole array of strange people around her, too. Her friend 'Irish (Glenne
Headley) comes to stay with her after her
actor-husband
abandons
her for another

MONDAY
SPR Film, CrocodileDundee,
SPEC, 7 p.rn.,
$1-2.50.
Art Photography
Exhibit, Valerie Ga'lindo
and Greg John, SUB Boisean Lounge,
through May 22, free.
:-';ursing Workshop:'Nurse
Power-personal
Power," St. Alphonsus Hospital, McCleary
Auditorium, 8:30 a.m., 4:30 p.m. $10-50.

.TUESDAY
. Seminar v • "Effective Time Management"
with Dr. Marlin Seidenfeld, Liberal Arts
Building, Room 108, 6:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m., $95.

J
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actress.
And Frankie's ex-boyfriend, Steve Marcus
. (Ben Masters) is after Frankie to take hir
back. It seems he's running for re-election fC'1
the Florida senate and it happens he got a
lillie loose with the newly crowned beauty
queen representing the Cuban population of
Florida.
Arc you getting the picture'] For a while
I thought I was confused about the time
frame. 1 though it was supposed to be the
'60s. The only thing missing were those black
velvet paintings of nude Latin women and
tigers-you
know the ones-but
every once
in a while I'd see a Diet Coke can or
something that you know they didn't have in
the '60s.
But it was this strangeness that made the
movie fun for me. And the last element of
course, was Dr. Peters and Ulysses. Malkovich
gave us fine performances
in The Killing
Fields and Places in the Heart, but his performances here are not to be sniffed at.
He played his human character as the intense scientist who is anti-social and nerdish
because of it, but who is also very brilliant
at what he does. And, as Ulysses, Malkovich
brings a totally different feeling. Ulysses is
naive, vulnerable, honest and, because of all
this, quite loveable,
That's what I felt this movie was gelling
at-how
screwed up our lives are. We've lost
our naivete and freshness and Ulysses is both
these things ..
There's a little message to the film, but it
doesn't beat YOU in the face with it.
If you want some light-entertainment, this
might be just the ticket. for you, and it could
possibly be one of the beuer choices of the
news films out at the moment. It's rated
PG-13 and playing at the Egyptian. Making
Mr. Righi is worth a laugh or two.

WEDNESDAY
Theater Department Production, Comedy oj
Errors,SPEC, 8:15 p.rn., $2-5.
Reception For tbe Artists, Valerie Galindo
and Greg John, SBU Boisean Lounge, 7-9
p.m., free
SPB Film,Bloopers, SUB Ada Lounge, 3:30
p.m., $1-2.50.

THURSDAY
Theater Department Production, Comedy oj
Errors, SPEC, 8:15 p.rn., $2~5.
Health .Insurance
Seminar,
SUB Senate
Chambers, 9:30 a.m., 2:30 p.m.

..

Bloopers, starring our very own president,
Ronald Reagan, will entertain us with faux
paus, pregnant pauses and garbled lines
from his movie and political career.
This 30·minule film will entertain you
and, if you voted for him, should
embarrass you.
Bloopers will be showing on May
6 at 3:30 p.m. in the SUB Ada
Lounge.
Admission is free.

Watercolor, photo show opens
W:atercolors
by Valerie
Galindo
and
photographs by Greg Jahn will be displayed in the
SUB Boisean Lounge beginning May 4. The exhibit will run through May 22, and a reception
for the artists will be held on May 6 from 7·9 p.m:
in the Boisean Lounge.
Galindo's'watercolors
emphasize the effects of
natural light and refined technique.

Seminar,
"Effective Time Management"
with Dr. Martin Seidenfeld,
Liberal Arts
Building, Room 108, 6:30-9:30 p.m., $95.

FRIDAY
Theater Department Production, Comedy oj
Errors, SPEC, 8:15, $2-5.
Benefit Dnncefor
Muscular
Dystrophy
Featuring Havoc, Mardi Gras, 9:30 p.m.-12:30
a.m.,$2.

SATURDAY
Idaho Theater for Youth, Arkansas Bear,
Morrison Center Stage II,. 4 p.m., 7 p.m.;

Sheteaches design at BSU where she received her
B.f.A. and M.A. in fine art.
Jahn expresses the wilderness experience by
combining
photography
with his pursuits. of
backpacking, rock climbing and skiing. He works
at BSU as a computer systems programmer.
Both the exhibit and reception are free and
open to the public.
.

Princess and the Pea, Reading Center, 5th
floor Education Building, II a.rn., $5plus
tax.
Theater Department Production, Comedy oj
Errors, SPEC, 8:15 p.m., $2-5.
Festival of Ceramics, Gallery of Art, Liberal
Arts Building, through May II, 10 a.m.-5
p.m., free.
.
MusicDepartment
Percussion Festival, Morrison Center, .7:30 a.m., free,
Organizational
Meeting for an alternative
student-run campus radio station,.SUB Ada
Lounge.H a.m..
Ten Days In May KBSU Spring Membership
Drive, through May 18.
Final Football Scrimmage, Bronco Blue and
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THE.TUNES

Add REM's latest to buy list
'ce of
staken
c conof Ered by
rtment
9 at

by Tim Johnstone
The University
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Audition to be a clown
In its search to garner talent, Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Clown College will hold special admission interviews for its 1987 session May 9, in the SUB
Nez Perce Room beginning at 1 p.m,
Prospective students wiII have the chance to
demonstrate their skills in the art of clowning as well
as to meet with mirthrnakers from The Greatest Show
On Earth's "Clown Alley."
While prior experience in clowning is not necessary
for admission, those hoping to attend the world's only
college of clowning are evaluated for evidence of serious
motivation, desire to become a clown,
quick physical reactions, sense of timing
and improvisational ability. All who apply
will be considered for admission to the
tuition-free institution. Applicants must be
17 years or older.
For more information call (813) 484-9511.

Ceramics for mom
Just in time for Mother's Day, the annual spring ceramics festival will be held
at the BSU Gallery of Art May 9, 10, and
11 from 10 a.m,-5 p.m. daily.
Ceramic works by students, faculty and
alumni will be on display and for sale. All
'. varieties of ceramics wiII be exhibitedsculptural and utilitarian, porcelain and
slab works.
There is no charge for admission and
the public is invited.

Orange, Bronco Stadium, 7 p.rn., $2-3, Free
to BSU students and personnel.

SUNDAY
Historic Train Tour and Mother's Day High
Tea, The Bishop's House, II a.m.-3:30 p.m.,
$5-10.
Percussion Festival, Morrison.Center Recital"
Hall, 7:30 a.m., free.,

TUESDAY
Idaho Birds of Prey Festival, through May 17,
344-7777.
Final Semes~er Exams, through May 16, free.

Music Department Concert, Morrison Center
5 p.rn., free.

czoe,

WEDNESDAY
Youth Symphony, Morrison Center CI25, 6
p.rn.jfree,

THURSDAY

News

Asaband, REM has always had a sense
of humor. This has, however, usually been
more evident on live dates and in interviews
than on vinyl. Nonetheless, it has remained
one of the factors which has kept them from
achieving a reputation for being a downright
pretentious art band completely stuck on
themselves.
The band's recently released album, Dead
Letter Office, is a prime example of this sense
of 'humor at work and play. It is described
by the band as a "virtuous compost: Being'
a compendium of Oddities Collared and BSides Compiled." And it is,a whole lotta fun ..
Dead Letter Office features songs recordcd from their earliest recording sessions'
through Life's Rich Pageant, yet 'the album
retains a- certain cohesiveness not usually
. found on other collections of this sort. This
is especially notable, considering the album
contains many cover versions of other artists'
songs.
It is these covers which probably will in,
troduce more people to the bandwho arc not
already familiar with it. There arc three Velvet'
Underground tunes here: "Pale Blue Eyes,"
"There She Goes Again" and "Femme
Fatale." All three versions were recorded live
to a two-track recorder-they arc simple, 10\1ingly sloppy and not necessarily faithful.
The cover version which undoubtedly will
receive the most attention is the band's
remake of Aerosmith's "Toys InThe Allie."
Recorded during the sessions for last year's
Life's Rich Pageant, REM's version is lively,
brash, and almost too much fun.
The album also features a hilarious remake
of Roger Miller's "King of the Road." It was
reportedly "recorded at the very end of a
long, alcohol-soaked day .... If there was any
justice in the world, Roger Miller should be
able to sue for what we did to this song."

Never mind that; this song is a hoot.
The rest of the album is made up of an
assortment of odds and ends, outtakes, and
retakes. "Windout," which opens side two,
was originally recorded during the sessions
for the band's second album, Reckoning. Instead, it, was included on the soundtrack of
the movie Bachelor Party, something the
band obviously isn't too thrilled about. One
of their earliest songs, it is a barnstormer that
takes off, burns brightly, and then quickly
crashes, all in the space of two minutes.
"Bandwagon" is a country thing through
and through-=-"Come on aboard I promise
you, you won't hurt the horse, we treat him
well we feed him well/There's lots of room
for you on the bandwagon .... " It features,
what the band calls lots of "stupid chord
changes." Smiles everyone.
"Ages of You" and "Burning Down" are
two early songs which the band simply got
tired of before ever committing them to an
album. Perhaps this is becausethey arc both
typical REM numbers with Buck's signature
guitar work and Stipe's crvniic vor"k
There also arc a couple of instrumentals
thrown in. "White Tornado" was written and
recorded' on nie same day as "Radio free
Europe" and is something of a down south
surfin' epic. "Rotary Ten" has much more
personality. It is a lazy-blues-influenced
rhumba-e'a movie theme without a movie."
"Voice of Harold" is my sentimental
favorite amongst the whole bunch. BasicalIy, it is the backing track to "Seven Chinese
Brothers" (from the Reckoning album) with
a wonderful extemporaneous
vocal from
Stipe,
On the whole, Dead Letter OJ]Ic£' is, "C·cording to long-time band confidante .lcllcrson Hoh, "A little bit of Uh Huh and a II hole
lot of Oh Yeah," A must.

THE GALLERIES

Students' show diverse
by Mary Collins

terrific.
Sculpture: What Goes Around COIII£'.I'
/I round is a kinetic sculpture by Leonard 1\.
Once again, the Student Art Show is in
Young. Theburnished design on the moving
progress in the Liberal Arts Building. This
stainless steel gives the metal depth-you
show is a must-sec exhibit of the finestwork
strive to look "into" these moving paux.
of BSU students.
Michael Wyett's BIIII,.in/!. by 11/(' Sea isa
The variety of media is great and the range
moving, powerful bull constructed Iron:
of talents and styles guarantee a surprise
welded wire on a concrete pedestal. \0\1 can
around every corner. The majority of work . almost feel the force and strength "I the
is on display in the main gallery of the
animal.
building, but be sure to roam the halls.
Ceramics: A clay bowl by Alex Axtell is il
Display cases throughout the building also
soft ivory piece, inscribed wirl: geometric
arc filled with student work.
lines and shapes. The bowl is interesting and
As expected, painting and sculpture
contemporary,
abound in the show. The jewelry, ceramics,
Julia Arriaran's porcelain head calls to
photography, commercialart and illustration
mind the work of German Expressionist Edshow that BSU's resident artists arc explor- , ward Munch. Pain and emotion arc expressing diverse means of expression. From the
ed in this work.
traditional watercolor landscape to the most
Prints; Jerry O'Mahoney's
etchings of
bizarre mixed-media constructions, there is . Einstein and Apple and Company display the
something here for every taste.
expressiveness of this medium. Be sure to
A few pieces to look for, categorized by look for these two pieces.
medium are:
Abstraction I, a lithograph by Brett
Painting: Last Flight of the Bat WOII,wn, Wykert, is bold and dramatic in red, yellow,
by Todd Newman. This acrylic on canvas
green and black.
work is-vividly colored and hi-tech in feelOf course, it is impossible to comment on
ing. Cubist forms roam the wild landscape
all the fine work in this exhibit. So go out
in this futuristic piece.
of your way bet ween class to go through the
Kim Youmans' Waiting for Polite, is a
show, which will be up until May 5.
fauve-inspircd nude which faces away from
the viewer, with her face reflected in a mirror. Youmans also made a pink and green
woodcut print of this subject-both
are
The, University

Neil'S

FRIDAY
Benefit Concert for muscular dystrophy
Vvaylon Jennings, Jerry Lee Lewis, and Jessie
Coulter; Pavilion, 8 p.m., $13.
O.. i',I· Philharmonic Concert, ''An American
Portrait in Sight and Sound": Music of
Aaron Copland, Murry Sidlin, conductor,
Morrison Center 8:15 p.rn., $7.50-16.50.
Post Academy Gmduation, SPEC, 10 a.m.
Piano Classes, Madeleine Hsu and Del
Parkinson, Morrison Center Recital Hall, 8
p.m.

.~,

SATURDAY.
Residence Halls Close
Advanced LOTUS 1-2-3 Seminar, BSU
Business Building, Room 209, 9 a.m.-5 p.rn.,
$200.
.
Birds' Of Prey Exhibition. Julia Davis Band'shell 9. a.m-S.p.m., Donations accepted.
Night Flights-Stree! Dance, 8th Street Markel
Place, 6-11 p.m., free.

SUNDAY
BSU Commencement, Pavilion, 2 p.m.
Receptio'n For Gmduates, Following Commencement, SUB Ballroom, free.

"
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KBSUaims for $50,000 School unveils plans for garden
in membership drive
by John Sowell
The University News

. by Karen Kammann
The University News
KBSU's spring membership
drive, with a goal of gaining 750
new members and covering programming costs, will be held May
9-18, according to the. station's
business manager and the drive's coordinator, Mike Exinger.
If the station does not meet its
goal, he said, options Such as
finding alternative
funding,
perhaps corporate underwriting,
and cutting programming will be
considered.
.
"It's not a threat; it's a fact of
life, basically," Exinger said.
The goal is to double the station's membership, bringing the
. total up to approximately 1,500
members. Exinger said there also
is a financial goal of $50,000, but
that the new members are more
important than the money,
The $50,000 goal is, according
to Exinger, "an approximate
figure for the programming costs
for the next six months, " irieluding albums, salaries, satellites
fees and program fees for _syndicated programs.
He said, "If we meet our goal,
we'll be fine."
He said the drive is being held
to cover previous expenditures,
but that the station budgeted 'for
the $50,000 to come in this spring.
Previously, the station held one
membership drive annually but
beginning this year, will hold two
each year, he said.
"This is the most important
drive in the station's history," he
said. "There has been .... some

controversy regarding the station's
operation and its affiliation with
National Public Radio. What we
are looking for, in a sense, is a
vote of confidence from the
public. We'veheard from many individuals, by phone and by mail,
that they enjoy what wr:re doing.
The vocal support has _been
wonderful; but now we need them
to
show
their
support
financially. "
The drive itself.is being preceded by a "silent" drive, which
began in mid-April and will
feature low-key, on-air liners, or
pitches.
The silent drive, which will continuethrough approximately May
8, offers an incentive for people
to pledge memberships, Exinger
said; for every 150 people
recruited during the silent drive,
one day will-be eliminated from
the drive.
Although the silent drive has
not yet produced 150 members,
Exinger said he has seen "some
nice, hefty checks."
"We're gOIng to highlight during the (May 9-18) drive reasons
people should join-moreso the
benefit to them than a heavy sales
job," he said.
People who want to become
members should call 385-3661.
People who wish to volunteer to
answer phones during the drive
should call 385-3663.
Refreshments will be provided,
as well as training and supplies.
"They just need to provide the
spirit and enthusiasm:' Exinger
said.

The BSU Foundation, a non-profit
corporation designed to attract
private gifts to the university, has announced the formation of a $250,000
Memorial Garden.
The garden is to be a landscaped
area - which will provide informal
areas for study, meetings, and small
musical and theater performances.
The garden, to be constructed in
- six phases; will be locatednorth of
the Library in an area extending from
the Greenbelt to the Hemingway
Western Studies Center. A variety of
trees and plants, along with benches
and - a court, will -compose the
project.
"John Franden, executive assistant
to the university president, said a plot
located near the Hemingway Center
will be developed first. It will be nam- .
cd after Wally Byam, founder of the
Airstream travel club, which held its
1986national rally in Boise. The club
fast money needed for the project is
donated $10,000 for the project.
Franden said the garden was con- raised and might take several years.
Hancock said the class of 1987will
ceptualized by Ben Hancock, founprovide funding for another plot,
dation executive director, and
himself. He said work would begin Teachers Grove, named to recognize
BSU's "Year of the Teacher"
during the summer, but the project's
completion would depend on how celebration.

~'\NS_
~

Graduating seniors arc being asked to make a five-year pledge to the
project, giving $15-30 per year. A
goal of $20,000 for the grove has
been set by the foundation. Aplaque
designating the class gift will be placed in the grove.

.

would like to thank you
tor reading
and wish you a pleasant
and safe summer vacation.

.

Jointhe constantly growing
membership ranks of BSU
by contributing $$$ during
the·TEN DAYS IN MAYfund
drive May 9-18. Then reward
your ears with a train load of
progressive
new music
Monday throuqh Friday 6 to
9 p.m. on THE OTHERSID-E
OF TH E TRACKS.
.
Listen for more detai Is.

1~

-------_91.3, FM
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BSU student relates what life is like in London
by Barbara

Simler

The University Neil's
"London is very flash." This is
how Jo, a 20-year-old college student,
describes the fast-paced, high-profile
style of life in England's largest city.
Jo, like many other students, has
come to LOndon from a small village,
and she Geesa tremendous difference
between the way Londoners live and
the way the rest of England lives.
"Everything moves much faster in
London," she said. "and fashion is
very different-there are all types and
styles. People dress for attention in
London. They dress up more, and
black is the London color. Black isn't
so popular for clothes outside of
London."
"As far as entertainment-theater,
books and films-people in London
have already talked them out before
people outside of London sec them,"
she said.
Although Jo and her friends find
London an exciting place to go to
school, it can also be an overwhelm-

ing experience for them.
Many students from villages outside of LOndon come in for the week
and go home on weekends, if they are
able.
They find they cannot afford most
of the amusements London has to
offer, and, because many students
leave on weekends, the ones who stay
in London often find themselves feeling bored and lonely ..
There seems to be a general consensus, and not only among college
students.That experiencing London
is not the same as experiencing
England. One resident described
London as being "About as much likethe rest of England as the moon is."
Besides being much larger and
more fast-paced than other English
cities, London has a large number of
foreign-born residents.
.
People from former British colonies such as Africa, the West Indies,
India and Pakistan have flocked to
Britain, and particularly to London,
adding an internat ional flavor to the
city that is not present in many other

parts of England.
businesses in the south.
London also is more prosperous
The housing shortage in London
than the rest of England.
has had a direct impact on students
There
are
enough
homes
like Jo because, as they graduate
throughout the country to house the
from school, many of them come to
population, but more and more peoLondon to find work.
ple want to live and work in and
Currently, about 12 percent of
British students go on to college,
around London because the northern
parts of England are not as pros- and only about I percent go on to
perous. This has caused a housing
higher degress,
boom in London, where houses are
In the past, once students left
being sold for double or triple what
school for the work world, they tendthey would ordinarily cost.
ed not to go back for more educaThis situation leaves many people' tion, but that trend is beginning to
unable to obtain or afford housing.
reverse itself. More sudents are going
The government is trying to ease on to higher education because it is
the situation by building new housbecoming much harder to find work
ing in southern England, but it has . without doing so.
.
been met with resistance by the local
The government offers some aid to
population
because the area is students who want to go on to colbeautiful and many people say they lege, according to Jo, who said, "The
do not want to see it spoiled by hous- rich pay for their own children's
ing tracts.
education,
which doesn't really
The government also is trying to bother them, but the middle class arc
pursuade companies to open new under a strain because they have to
businesses in the north, .by offering
pay for most of the education. The
incentives to do so and financially
government will only give them a bit,
penalizing
them
for starting
depending on what they own', and

Gardens scene of gathering
hy

Ann Marie MeNar)'

The University

Neil'S

About 40 people participated in
the Idaho Botanical Gardens' May
Day Celebrat ion, held -May 2 at the
gardens, located north of the Old
Idaho State Penitentiary.
Activities included a maypole
dance accompanied by Renaissanceera music.
"We'll make it an annual thing,"
Dr.. Christopher
Davidson,
the
. garden's director, said.
The Idaho Botanical Gardens is a
private organization, funded by contributions, which is interested in
working with the Boise School
system to educate area children in

botany and nat ure.
The garden, in its third year of
development, is made up of 42 acres
in the process of landscaping, and includes a nature trail.
Music was provided for the dance
by the Towne Waites Recorder Consort, a quartet which specializes in
Elizabethan recorder compositions.
"Recorders were very popular instrumentsin
Europe" during the
Renaissance, Ray Marovich, a quartet
member, said.
According to Natalie Rundquist,
another member, most of tlie music
for the celebration was sixteenthcentury dance music from Germany.
"All the major composers wrote
for the recorder, from Bach to

Mozart,"
Larry White, a third
member of the quartet, said.
The Idaho Botanical Garden needs
volunteers to maintain the garden,
according to Davidson, as turnover
in the all-volunteer groundskceping
staff is high.
"We probably have a couple dozen
(volunteer staff members). Circle K
Club comes out twice yearly, and we
have rive permanent volunteers working in the garden," Davidson said.
Thornton 'and Elisabeth Stearns
both work as volunteers in the
garden. Elisabeth said, "We both love
gardening,
and we live in a
townhouse and have very little lacility
10 garden. He (Thornton)
lives up
here:"

Health fair draws crowd
35 booths were set up at the fair providing health-related information.
Of those 35 booths, 17 provided
screening such as
Belly dancers, blood tcsts ' and health-related
blood pressure checks, hearing tests,
balloons helped make this year's
vision tests and other examinations.
Fest ivai of Health an entertaining
Most of the tests were free.
and cducat ional event.
Fritz and Evelyn Schaudies attendThe festival was held in the BSU
Human Performance Center May 2 ed the Festival on May 2. Mrs.
and 3, sponsored by the Central Dis- • Schaudies said she attended by
herself in the morning to have one
trier Health Department and BSU.
"The purpose of the Health Fair test, arid she ended up bringing her
is to highlight the things that people 'husband back in the afternoon.
ln an aucmpt ro "let people know
can do to help themselves to good
that getting healthy can be fun,"
health," said Dcbi Hedden-Nicely,
Hedden-Nicely said the Festival proCentral District Health Department's
vided health-related entertainment
health education
specialist and
and an "un-run.'
.festival' organizing
committee
The "un-run" was a fun-walk. The
member.
BSU health-science and physical goal of the walk was to show people
that walking is a fun, aerobic exer'education students performed some
of the health tests, and the BSU cise that everyone can do, HeddenNicely said.
.
culinary arts department supplied
Hedden-Nicely said nearly 6,000
healthy refreshments.
According to Hedden-Nicely, over people attended the 1986 Festival of
b)' Michael ,I. Knupp
The University

Neil'S

May Day-----Republicans," and he assumed they
were members of that organization.
Spelman said he and another SRA
member were called "communists
featured speakers and singers who
reflected the organization's views, and liberal shitheads;' and Major
took one of the SRA's pamphlets on
which include promoting world
South America, crumpled ii and tosspeace, social justiceand environmened it aside.
tal awareness, according to Karen
Because of that incident, Scheffer
Scheffer, the SRA's vice president.
said, she expected some sort of
Scheffer
said
those
views
sometimes cause conflict. She said demonstration against the May Day
program.
earlier in the week the SRA parIn addition to the leaflets, a press
ticipated in the campus Organizational Fair, held April 29, and they . con ferenee was held by the College
Republicans onan adjacent sidewalk,
were verbally harrassed by students
charging that the SRA receives stuwho did not share their views.
dent fees, despite an ASBSU code
Junior.Kirk Spelman said at least
political
or
two of the people who harassed the which disqualifies
organizations
from.
SRA at the organizational fair were 'philosophical
student fee funding.
, wearing buttons which said, "Young

Cont. from page 1.

Health, and this year's festival experienced a "steady now" of people.
She said the Health Department
would like to have another Festival
of Health next year, but is not sure
if there will be one.

-,

'

whether they have a house, and so
The poor arc given a grant to pay
for their education. So it is better,
really, to either have everything or
nothing, isn't it?"
Editor's note: Barbara Simler is
BSU student studying in London.
011.
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Heard of WImp-down?
by Tam Mowbray
The University Neil'S

Wimp-down, put-off, whatever
'you call it, end of semester stress
is here until the end of finals.
According to Karl Garson, professor of English at BSU, wimpdown is an irreversible phenomenon, like melt-down,
where
students who put off doing their
assiunments until the deadline
put - themselves in a stressful
situation.
"Some people work really well
under stress, others don't" Garson said,
The BSU Counseling Center
has been unusually busy this time
of year, according to Rich Downs,
a BSU counselor and professor.
, '~I don't know the main reason
'why we have been so busy, but the
severity in the cases is much more
intense this year," Downs said.
"Stress usually comes about
when there is some kind of
change," he said. "For some
students, adapting to such a
change, in a short amount of
time, is not easy. Basically, we try

to find out if the student is eating
and exercising regularly, and we
try to encourage them 10 manage
their time effectively," Downsaid.
Lisa Summers, a senior at BSU.
said she deals with stress by working out a lot. Other students, who
wanted to remain anonymou-,
said they end up either drinking
more or smoking more.
Wimp-down at its extreme c.m
be terminal, according to Garson.
"A student might drop out of
school in a panic situation," he
said.
Downs said thai even seniorask to take an interest test because
they begin to question why they
arc in school in the first place.
"Many' students cannot handle
the stress; therefore, they need an
excuse to quit," he said.
Garson said he cautions his
students at the beginning of the
semester by giving Ihem his wimp,
down lecture. He tells them III
avoid wimp-down by getting work
done on time. "Education
is
'serious, but it shouldn't be like a
funeral," he said.
r

.$ ....

• Lock your winter things away.
• MANY SIZES:5x5, 5x10, 5x15, 10x10, 10x15,
10x20,10x25 .., _
• Computer Controlled Access. 24 hr.
Resident Managers. Hi Security. Cleone Inexpensive
58890pbhonga

Street

Behind Arby's on Fairview
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BSU's Sellars taken in NFL 'draft
by Christopher
The University

Walton
Nell's

Lance Sellers, who, April 27, was
chosen in the sixth round of the NFL
college football draft by the Miami
Dolphins,
reported to the team's
mini-camp .May I in Miami.
"Right (lOW' I'm learning their
defense and the playbook,"
Sellers
said in a tc'cphone interview May 3.
"We're pn.cicing pass situations."
Sellers, the 151st pick overall in the
draft, is optimistic about his chances
of earning a spot on the Dolphin

going from the mild weather and
team.
,sagebrush of Idaho to the heat and
"Personally, I think I'll do good,"
palm trees of Miami.
he said, "I know my abilities, and I'm
Sellers said he has met the other
giving it my best shot."
draft picks, including first-rounder
Dolphin mini-camp practices arc
John Boza of Boston College andheld at 9:30 a.m, and 1 p.m, each day,
second-rounder
Rick Graff of the
leaving Sellers "pretty tired, but feelUniversity of Wisconsin,
ing all right."
Although Sellers played defensive
Sellers said he was anxious to meet
end in his senior year at BSU, he said
the team's veterans, who report to
he has been moved to right outside
camp May 4.
"I met (Head Coach) Don SI1I11a, linebacker for the Dolphins,
As a senior for, BSU, Sellers atand he'S a really nice guy," Sellers
tracted attention from the pro scouts
said. "We visited for quite a while."
by completing 32 tackles for loss.
Sellers said it was quite a change
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The history of baseball cards
by Chris Wallon
The University Nell'S

Chris Buller I Unlverslly News

Backhand:

nsu's Lee GaiwllY competes in the first round
01' the nig Sky Teunis Championship.

. .t

Today, while there still are certain
regional companies which produce
cards of single teams, the competitive
field has been narrowed down to
three companies:
Topps, Donruss
and Fleer.
- Topps began producing cards in
1951, while Donruss and Fleer did
not start until 1982. In 1983, Topps
took the other two companies
to

YOU JUST GOT THE
KEY TO YOUR FUTUREa

LET DICK DONNELL V LINCOLN ERCUR.Y
AND FORD CREDIT

court, and it was ruled that only
Topps could sell cards with the traditional bubble gum. In 1983, Fleer
began selling cards with stickers, and
Donruss with puzzle pieces.
Some people, myself not ineluded,
consider baseball cards big business.
Rookie cards (the first card ever
issued of a player) arc the most expensive cards for collectors, with initial cards of superstars valued in the
hundreds of dollars.
A Mickey Mantle rookie card, for
example, runs from $400 to $800,
while a Don Mattingly card can cost
up to $100, even though Mattingly is
only a fourth-year player. Besides the
rookie cards, regular superstar cards
arc an expensive item. A Pete Rose
card from 1967, his fifth year, can
cost up to $70.
Personally,
I collect with two
methods. In the late '70s, I collected
hundreds of cards for each year.
Lately, I have been organizing those
cards to complete full sets.
My other system is to collect only
those players that I really like and obtain every card ever issued of them.

SEEK YOUR CllBEER WITH
TOE G1lEATUT SHOW ON ElUlTJI'

Admission Interviews

HELP lOll GET
THE KEY TO YOUR HE

If you arc a Y()~lllg man or
'oman, 17 Yl'~II'Sor older
with a SC';tllIS interest
in spreading bughll'r
through the
ancient art of
Ciri.:tl" dO\\1ling,
Hingling
\ \1I",s. and

CARD

.

~,rnUI11
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lIaill'y
Clown College,
a tuition free
institution of
higher learning,
would like to

I,

see you at our

Admission
_-~ Interviews. \Vl';:tT
comfortable
clothes and
don't forget
your funny hone!

The key ingredient in your new car puryou a $400 check after the purchase or lease.
chase can be pre-approved credit from
Tne money is yours whether you finance
Ford Credit and DICK DOtU4ELLY If you \)'t-'< COLLECt
or not.
are vyorking on an advanced degree or 'l,-C,... ~
c.:"
_ The amount of your credit
graduating with a Bachelor's Degree
~7
depends on which of these qualified
between October 1, 1986 and Sepvehicles you choose'
tember 30,1987, you may qualify
()
~
Mercury cars: Tracer, Lynx, Topaz,
for this special college graduate....
'"
Cougar; Sable,
purchase program.
'?'
If you do, you'll receive a $400 cash
1'('17;15£ rRO<~~
So hurry. If a vehicle is not in dealer stock
allowance from Ford. Make your best deal
you must order by June 1,1987, and you must
on any qualifying vehicle and use the money
take delivery of any vehicle by August 31, 1987.
toward your down payment, or Ford will send
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a

.
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Sat. MAY
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1:00 PM

STUDENT UNION
NEZ PERCE ROOM
BOISE STATE UNIV.
1910 University Drive
Conducted by Steve Smith,
Director of Clown College

Info: (813) 484-9511

This is not as difficult as it sounds,
because some of my favorite players
of all time also were some of the
worst players of all time.
Take Lou Klirnchock, for instance,
He is one player of whom I have tried
to get every issued card, and the
nicest thing you could say about Lou
is that he always found interesting
ways to throwaway
a ballgame.
. Johnny Bench, on the other hand,
who is my favorite player, costs a little more. His rookie card from 1968
is valued at $70.
Collectors like me have different,
and sometimes strange, methods for
collection. One man I met several
years ago said that he collected no
particular cards, but one day hoped
to have the largest collection ever
assembled without having a duplicate
card.
Another (about whom I only read)
collected full teams from every year,
which isn't so unusual unless I add
that he collected the team with the
worst record from each year.
Why collect baseball cards'? That's
a question I hear all the time. "My
mother
threw mine out when I
started high school," people say, or
"1 threw mine out myself. I thought
they were dumb,"
\Veil, maybe they arc dumb. In the
same WilY that comic books or
stamps or anything else that people
collect arc dumb, I suppose, But to
those people, they mean something
special.
I guess I like baseball
cards
because I like baseball. That's a simple enough reason, Fred Harris, in his
book The Great Base/mil Card Flipping. Trading and BlIIJIJ/e[!.lI/11 Book.
said that baseball cards were invented
for one reason: to be worshipped.
Jim Bouton, who pitched on the
great Yankee teams of the early '60s,
recently started a company called Big
League Cards. Bouton was quoted as
quoted as saying several years ago
that the only reason he became a big
league player was so he could sec his
picture on a baseball card.
His company gives anyone with
$30 that same right, The company,
based in Teaneck, New Jersey, will
send you 50 cards with your picture
and statistics on them for that price,
or more cards for negotiable prices.
The cards arc not necessarily in
baseball format, and can be used as
novelty calling cards and business
cards.
Whether
you want cards
of
yourself, .your favorite heroes, or
whole sets, you can enjoy "baseball"
card collecting for your own reasons.
Or leave reasoning behind-at
any
rate, have fun and spend all your
money.

GET ALL THE DETAILS TODAY AT

DICK DONNELLY
LINCOLN MERCURY
2510 Fairview.

Boise • 342·3333

(208) 377·2695
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THE LAST LAUGH

,

Life is often stoopid
by Steve F. LYon .
The University

News

Well, beautiful people, it comes that time of year when we must part our
ways for the summer; for those of you graduating, maybe Iorcvcr] hope
not-please
leave me you forwarding address.
I know finals arc next week; I'm trying to study, but I can't concentrate,
I just can't focus my eyes on the darn page knowing that Jim and Tammy
Bakker's lives arc in such spiritual turmoil. I'm usually not in the praying
mood very often, but I was thinking; would you take a minute and bow your
head with mine to say a little prayer for them? It would meana lot to me,
and I'm sure it would mean a lot to the Bakkers.
.
- - ...
Dear God, please forgive Jim fur his sex sins, his promiscuousliasions,
his good times. He doesn't claim to be god, just a reverend with (I S]O haircut, the head cheese-miter of a multimillion-dollar
televangclicul tuinistry-«
merely a mortal .. like yours truly. I ask you to forgive him, God, becaus«
he'll pay for his sins, he'll pay in a bad way, because nOlI', Lord, he will huve
/0 JiO back to sleeping with Tammy; and, God, don't you think tluu \ punishme/It enough?

There, now don't you feci better? I thought you would.
Now we can go on with our lives and spend a minute talking about finals.
First, for those of you that think you will be receiving F's, with no possible
way of salvaging even a C, leave the country. You don't want to lace your
parents; they don't want to sec your worthless face.
If you think you'll be pulling D's, here's thc plan. Make an appointment
with thc prof who's running the show. Show up all disheveled, shirttails hanging out, hair all messed up, looking real maniacal. This will show tluu you
mean business. The first words out of your mouth should he: "Mu'ruu (or
Sir), how do you feel about capital punishment for heinous crimes!"
Now, myself, I wouldn't even think about laying a finger on some poor,
innocent professor who might be- the one who ends your academic career
right here, right now, at BSU, by conspiring to put a big, lut, Slinking D
on your transcript for all the world to sec, with no hope in hell or going
on to medical or law school because they would sec that transcript and usher
you right out the door without so much as letting you spill your gUls about
all the anxiety and forboding gloom thatwas inflicted upon you ut ihis lillie
school in Idaho. No, the thought would never cross my mind.
In all seriousness, when you read this it will be Monday. That means you
have at least one week until thc grim reaper comes calling. That's lotH hours
of possible studying time. Hell, you don't have any excuses-get reading and
go find somebody else's shoulder 10 cry on.
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HARTBEAT'

by Paul Hart·

l(

@ 1984 United FeatunJSyndlcate
ACROSS

PUNTQONS

by Dawn Davis

by Bradford Veley

1 Vessels
6 Beg
11 Chinese skiff
12 Free from
binding
14 Allowance for
waste
15 Collect
17 River in Italy
18 Sin
.
19 Suppose
20 Jorrld
21 French
article
22 Fruil
23'Cenler
24 Chosen
26 Narrow, flat
boards
27 Lean-to
28 Masl

ANSWElt

TO
LAST
WEEK'S

PuzztE

29
31
34
35

Performed
DOWN
Calumny
Man's name
1 Container
Narrow
2 Hebrew
openings
measure
36 Concerning
3 Likely
37 Sailor: colloq.
4 Symbol lor
38 Incline
tantalum'
39 Type of pension: 5 Broke suddenly
inil.
.6 Woodworker's
40 Latin
tool
conjunction
7 Bedeleated
41 Precipitous
8 Dawn goddess
42 Tiny particle
9 Equally
43 Harvested
10 Expel from
45 Goes In
country
47 Junctures
11 Gravestone
48 Wanders
13 Memoranda
16,Gentle in nature
19 Chosen
20 Hidden supply
22 Pained
23 Social groups

3'lZZfld
S,":HM

sun

OJ.
H3MSNV

25 Chemical
compound
26 Freshet
28 Footwear
29 Later
30 Boxes
31Wild plum
32 Mistakes
33 Paper measure:
pI.
.
35 Winter vehicles
38 Stalk
39 Detail
41 Health resort
42 Indonesian
.44 Diphthong
46 Negative

.
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HELP'WANTED

,.

"COULD YOU BE A BOSlON
NANNY? Are you a loving, nurturing person who enjoys spending time
with children? Live in lovely, suburban neighborhoods, enjoy excellent
salaries, benefits, your own living
quarters and limited working hours.
Your round-trip· transportation is
provided. One year commitment
necessary. Call or write: Mrs, Pack,
Childcare Placement Service, .Inc.
(CCPS) 739 Rimview Lane, Twin
Falls, ID 83301, 208-733-7790.

-

SUMMER JOB-SALES Great Life
Corp. is offering a summer job in
direct selling for college students.
Earn $8-$IO,ooO/commissions
and
relocate to N. California. EXCELLENT EXPERIENCE!!! Call
Richard 362-5206.
START UP
ELECTRONICS
surplus, and literature store to be in
combination
with electronics
engineering company in Boise. Needs
business student with entrepreneurial
spirit and electronic technical student

with some experience. Coniact
Robert Nixon.. Nixon Engineering
Co., 14567 Big Basin Way, Suite I-B,
Saratoga,
Calif.'
95070
.(408)-741-4219.
EXCITING
BOSTON-Sports,
Nightlife, Theater, Entertainment!
Live for one year in the Boston area
with a carefully screened family as a
live in Nanny. Good salary, vacation,
Nanny Network. Call 617-794-2035
or write One on One, 10 Berkeley
Lane, .Andover, Mass. 01810.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS. Now hiring.
Summer. Careers. Excellent pay and
world travel. For information call
206-736-0775. Ext. 123A.

ACERS! Been a great year knowing
you guys-keep in touch. Miss you
lots. Bye-K.M.C. P.S. I've got the
beer!

FOR SALE
IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for
$44 through the U.S. government?
Get the
facts
today!
Call
1-312~742-I142Ext. 9445-A.

TONY; I love you!!! xo, Kimber.
IDAHO
COLLEGE
REPUBlicans: Thank you for demonstrating on May Day, a day
designated for peace. Next time, have
someone proof your news release.
Concerned Students.

1985 SCOOTER AERO 80. Call
Fran at 343-1606 or 344-7881.
1974 VW BUG, excellent condition.
Many extras. 'One owner since' 1975.
Complete maintenance
record.
$2,000 or best offer. 343-8823.

FOR RENT: One-room studio with
loft, $150a month plus $150deposit.
Female preferred. Call 385-9106. .

MISCELLANEOUS
FAT MAMA-ISMS Wisdorn : and
Wit. Send $1.00 Creatives P.O. Box
5023-UN, . Weldon Spring, Miss.,
63302.

SUMMER RENTERS: Females,
close to campus, wid, dishwasher,
off-street parking. $130 a month includes utilities. Laura: 344-7054.

LOST: PINK PLASTIC LOBSTER,
in or around the communication
building, on Wednesday, April 29.
GREAT SENTIMENTAL VALUE!!

GOOD-BYE U. News staff. It's been
a good year. Have a terrific summer.
I look forward to working with the
people who are coming back, and I'll
miss the people who don't. If you
haven't decided yet, think about coming back. Edith, best of luck-I'll
miss you. KK

'*

HAPPILY MARRIED couple eager
to adopt infant. Will provide loving
stable home. Contact our agent at
208-664-1561.
ARRESTED*IN.JURED*SUED For
reasonable attorney's
fees call
344-1066 or 465~0803. Full service
law office.
HELPline: Information, referral,
assistance. Ext. 3469. 10:30a.m.-1:30
p.rn. M-E

PERSONAL
H.L.B.-Sorry you're leaving. Take
care of yourself. See you in Argentina. 1.S.

FOR RENT

Please contact Laurel, Department of.
Communication: 385-3320.

Warning: The editorial staff of The
University News does not investigate
the claims ofany business or entity
advertising in the classified section.
We make no claims as to the
legitimacy, accuracy or legality of
these advertisements, and suggest
readers carefully investigate any investment or employment opportunity
before making a committment.

HEY, YO

*

Be part of the exciting and fast-paced world of college jour-

nalism with a career at The University News. We're looking for marginally talented individuals who want to learn
the ropes of putting together a weekly paper. Stop by our
offices at 1603 y~ University Drive and meet the staff.

IDAHO AIR GUARD
OFFERS

you

*EDUCATION

*CASH BONUS

ASSISTANCE FOR

* EXCELLENT INCOME

oBACHELORS

*NEW "G.I. BILL"

oUASTERS

*STUDENT LOAN REPAYMENT

oDOCTORATE

Good
Monday
Only ...

124th TAC RECON GP
Boise, Idaho Phone: 389-5385

If a Mountain Bell
public phone breaks down,
we want to hear about it.

Ql)

One coupon per pizza.

Domino's Pizza ~
Delivers Free

Bjj
'i

Q! ...

With coupon get our
16" regular crust
pepperoni pizza,
plus a 2-liter cola
for $8.00

,

HOURS:
4:30 p.m. - 1 a.m. Sunday - Thursday
4:30 p.m .. 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

,:

:

343·5995
.

10 13 V·15 t a

•••••

Our driYers cerry less lhan $2000.
dolivery ern.

" limi111d

•• s
One coupon per pizza.

Only $8.00

•••

Get our 16" regular
crust pepperoni pizza
plus 2 Cokes .
. Good Monday Only.

You're about to make a very importanr call. But, you discover,
the public phone is out of order.
What can you do to help? First,
see who"owns the phone. If it's
ours, we apologize for the inc
convenience. We also ask'
that vou call us from a
- nearhy working phone so
we cancorrect the situa~

tion quickly. Check the Customer Guide in the front of our .
Directory for the repair number to call.
Remember, reporting a
broken public phone is more
than just a favor to us. It
could be a real lifesaver
for the next "very important call" that follows you.

@

Mountain Bell

.

A USWESf COMPANY

-----'---'-----Answers~"--'------'----~

Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
limited delivery area.

- ---_IIII1l11. -II1II_-

iI

I

-

Domino's Pizza Delivers
1013 Vista
343·5995

..

.

"Finals Week Coupon!"

I

•
I
I
III

With this coupon get
I
our 16" regular crust
III Domino's Pizza Delivers pepperoni pizza and a I
B 1013 Vista
2-Liter bottle of Coke I
343·5995
for only ~9.00
:

I

I---lOne

coupon per pizza.

May11-17.

J

